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Abstract: Unsupervised clustering algorithms have been used in many applications to group the data based on
relevant similarity metrics. K-Means clustering is one of the most widely used clustering techniques owing to its
simplicity. Many improvements and extensions have been proposed for this algorithm in view to improve its
performance. Out of the various dimensions that have been explored in this regard such as mean computation,
centroid representation, initial seed/cluster centre selection and similarity calculation methods, the choice of initial
cluster centre is found to have a profound impact in the performance of the algorithm. Existing methods chose the
cluster centres either randomly or based on heuristics such as maximum distance property, maximum probability of
the squared distance, points with maximum points lying close to it etc. In this paper, a strategy to select relevant
initial cluster centres for two-cluster grouping problems is proposed based on the measures indicating the statistical
distribution of the data in view to improve the clustering performance in terms of accuracy. These measures include
minimum, maximum, median, mean and skew of the data. The algorithm is validated on datasets from UCI repository
viz. Balance, BloodDonate, Diabetes, Ionosphere, Parkinsons and Sonar and synthetic datasets. The performance
of the proposed algorithm is compared with K-Means and its variants and found to achieve better performance in
terms of accuracy. An increase is accuracy of approximately 0.25%-18% is observed across the datasets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of data mining [1] finds its application in all fields in view to discover hidden patterns in
voluminous data. The major techniques adopted in data mining are supervised and unsupervised techniques.
The supervised techniques [2][3] require labelled training data for its learning while unsupervised techniques
do not demand labelled training data. Clustering is one of the most extensively used unsupervised learning
techniques. Clustering groups the data into clusters such that the instances within the cluster are of high
similarity while those between clusters have less similarity or high dissimilarity. The similarity can be
calculated in terms of various distance or similarity measures as suited for the application. Out of the many
clustering algorithms, a few take the number of clusters to be grouped as input while the others compute it
during the partitioning process. Out of the many clustering algorithms, K-Means algorithm [4] is one of the
most commonly used clustering procedure [5][6]. Its overall process involves selecting random initial
centres for the clusters and assigning the other instances to the selected centres based on the similarity
measure. The selection of these initial centres is greatly related to the performance of the algorithm. The
traditional K-Means selects these cluster centres randomly. Randomness gives inconsistent results and can
lead to worst or best partitioning. Later, strategies were proposed to choose the initial seeds/centres. These
heuristics considered the distance between the instances and chose cluster centres such that they are (i)
points at maximum distance (ii) points with probability proportional to squared distance from existing
cluster centres etc. in view to elevate the performance. These ideas also included partial randomness as the
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first cluster centre was chosen randomly leading to inconsistent results. On analysing all combinations of
instances as centres on a few datasets with less number of instances, it was found that the maximum
possible accuracy was greater than those achieved by these methods. Hence the necessity for improved
initial centre selection was realised.

This paper presents a strategy that involves the concept of statistical measures namely minimum, median,
maximum, mean and skew of the data for initial seed selection. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt on identifying initial centres utilising this idea. Since these measures represent the distribution
of data, the heuristic is expected to achieve better performance in partitioning. The paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 presents the various extensions of K-Means algorithm in different perspectives. Section
3 explains the proposed strategy in identifying the initial cluster centres incorporating the idea of statistical
distribution of data. Section 4 reports the results when evaluated on UCI and synthetic datasets and Section
5 concludes the paper. The following section discusses the existing approaches towards unsupervised
clustering.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Clustering utilises the concept of partitioning the given data based on some similarity measure. K-Means is
one of the most popularly used clustering algorithms owing to its simplicity [5][6]. Many variations have
been put forth towards improvement of this algorithm. To begin with, the original version of K-Means
algorithm is presented. Then, a concise note on the variations is discussed.

K-Means algorithm [4] utilises the distance between two instances as its similarity measure. Lesser is
the difference, more is the similarity between them. In a broader view, the algorithm initially selects k
cluster centres randomly and assigns the instances to nearby centres. The centre of each group is then
represented by the mean value of the instances. The process iterates until there is no change in mean of the
cluster across iterations. The algorithm holds a rich variety of extensions in view to improve its performance.
The variations in the algorithm pertain to strategies to calculate cluster means, statistical methods to illustrate
the centroid, similarity calculations and selection of initial centres.

Two strategies viz. Forgy [7] and McQueen [8] approach for updating cluster centres were put forth.
Forgy approach computes the mean of the cluster after assigning all the instances to a cluster while the
McQueen approach computes the average after assigning every instance in the data to a cluster. Then, an
approach towards initial seed selection in view that two points at maximum distance [9] could achieve
better results was proposed. This methodology, initially selected a random centre. The subsequent centres
were chosen such that it was at the maximum distance from the selected centre. This was done in view to
increase the cluster radius and termed as Farthest First Clustering algorithm.

Subsequently in 1998, to handle with categorical data, mode was utilised to compute the cluster centre
and the algorithm was termed as K-Modes clustering algorithm [10]. The algorithm was tested on soybean
disease and credit approval data to exhibit the clustering performance. It was also used to cluster large real
time datasets. In 2002, the concept of fuzzy logic was incorporated to K-Means clustering [11]. This
technique, Fuzzy C-Means, assigned a degree of belonging for every data point to clusters, rather than
completely to one cluster. A co-efficient was assigned to every data point describing the degree of being in
a cluster. With fuzzy C-Means, the centred of a cluster is the mean of all points, weighted by their degree of
belonging to the cluster: The algorithm minimized intra-cluster variance. The algorithm was applied to
estimate bias correction in MRI brain datasets.

In 2007, another heuristic to select initial seeds was proposed based on the intuition that spreading the
initial cluster centres could improve the performance of clustering and termed it as K-Means++ algorithm
[12]. In this approach, the first cluster centre was chosen uniformly at random from the entire set of points,
after which each subsequent cluster centre was chosen from the remaining instances with probability
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proportional to its squared distance from the point’s closest existing cluster centre. The algorithm yielded
better error rates and early convergence. The algorithm was tested on four datasets namely NORM-10,
NORM-25, Cloud and Intrusion dataset and exhibited reduced error when compared to K-Means algorithm.

Then, in 2009, an alternative approach was postulated to represent the cluster centre [13]. In scenarios,
where the updated centre must be one of the cluster instances itself, median was used to compute the
updated cluster centre, leading to K-Medoids algorithm. In 2014, Jaskowlak et al [14] have analysed the
impact of selection of distance measures during clustering. The study was made on fifteen different distance
measures belonging to the category of correlation co-efficient, traditional distance measures and time series
specific distance measures with microarray gene expression data and the effect of appropriate distance
measure was realised. The distance measures were implemented and test using traditional K-Medoids
algorithm. Again in 2015, impact of distance metrics viz., Manhattan and Euclidean distance on K-Means
clustering in KDD99 Network Intrusion Dataset was presented [15]. The random seed selecting K-Means
was utilised for this purpose.

The study on the previous works highlights the impact of the initial seed selection on the performance
of clustering. In this work, a heuristic to choose initial seeds is put forth by incorporating the idea of
statistical distribution of the data identified by its minimum, median, mean, maximum and skew. The next
section explains the proposed heuristic to identify the initial cluster centres.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A variant of K-Means algorithm is proposed by incorporating a heuristic for initial cluster centre selection
through statistical distribution of data. K-Means clustering, one of the most widely used clustering methods

Figure 1: Procedure for K-Means Algorithm
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to partition the data into groups, utilises random selection to choose these cluster centres. The procedure of
K-Means clustering [4-6] is presented in Figure 1 [5] for immediate reference.

The algorithm first randomly selects k instances as the initial cluster centres. Then the remaining instances
are assigned to the cluster to which it is the closest. After assigning all instances to any one of the cluster,
the cluster centre is updated to the mean of the cluster. Again the instances in the data are allotted to the
cluster based on the updated cluster centre. This process continues until the cluster centre remains unchanged
across the iterations. Once the process stops, the instances are allocated the clusters to which they are
currently assigned to.

It was observed that the efficiency of the algorithm is greatly depended on the selection of initial cluster
centres. The proposed methodology utilises statistical measures determining the distribution of data such
as minimum, median, mean, maximum and skew for this task. Since skew is meaningful for continuous
data, the algorithm suits well for numeric data [16]. The algorithm has been designed to select two initial
clusters. Hence the application which demands two group partitions can take advantage of this methodology.
Image segmentation applications [5][6], where the region of interest is the foreground and the remaining
forms the background, are perfect applications in this regard. The proposed algorithm involving identification
of initial cluster centres through statistical distribution of the data is depicted in Figure 2.

The algorithm is explained with sample data points (1, 3) (12, 4) (3, 2) (5, 3) (4, 5) (2000, 1000) (3000,
2000) and (6000, 1000). The first five data points are expected to be in one group while the remaining is
expected to lie in another group. With this as an example case, the proposed algorithm is detailed below.

The proposed algorithm initially computes the skew of the entire data by computing the sum of the
skew of the individual dimensions. In the presented example, the skew of first dimension and second
dimension were computed as 1.2993 and 1.0629 and hence the entire skew is 2.3621. Then, a minimum
feature vector is formulated. To obtain minimum feature vector, the covariance of all attributes of the data
with the first attribute is calculated. In the presented example, the covariance of second attribute with first
attribute resulted in a value of 1.2092*106 indicating it has a positive covariance with the first attribute.

Then, minimum feature vector is formed such that if the attribute has a positive or zero covariance, then
the minimum value of the attribute is taken; else the maximum value of the attribute is chosen. Hence the
minimum feature vector in the discussed scenario is (1,2). Then the distance of every data instance is
computed with respect to the minimum feature vector formulated. The distance calculation on the presented
scenario revealed that the instances (in order) are at 0.0005, 0.0021, 0.0003, 0.0008, 0.0016, 0.6004, 1.1100
and 1.1178 units from the minimum feature vector. The data instances are then sorted in ascending order
based on the distance obtained from the previous calculation. The instances then take the order as follows:
(3,2) (1,3) (5,3) (4,5) (12,4) (2000,1000) (6000,1000) and (3000,2000). The instances that are at minimum,
median and maximum distance from the minimum feature vector are shortlisted as candidate for first
cluster centre (FCC) and investigated further. In the considered case the candidates for first cluster centre
(FCC) are (3,2) (4,5) (12,4) and (3000,2000).

Now, skew of the data is calculated after removing the minimum, median and maximum instance with
replacement (remskew). The difference (diff) between the skew of the data after removing the instance and
skew of the entire data is computed. For the given scenario, these values were calculated as 0.3981, 0.3971,
0.3977 and-0.2507. The instance, whose removal led to the minimum difference, is chosen as the first
cluster centre (FC). Hence the maximum instance (3000.2000) was selected as the FC in this case.

Then, the other centre is chosen based on the following notion. Having chosen the FC, it should be
either the minimum, maximum or median instance (In the example, it is the maximum instance). A mean
instance is formulated for the subsequent investigations. In the example, the mean instance corresponds to
(2000, 1000). The mean would lie between the median and maximum, if the data is positively skewed. It
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Figure 2: Proposed Clustering Algorithm

Figure 3: Statistical distribution of (a) Positively and (b) negatively skewed data
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would be located between the minimum and median if the data is negatively skewed. Figure 3 illustrates
this idea.

So, if the FC is minimum or maximum instance, the other centre (SC) that produces best grouping is
expected to be in another subset, where the subsets are separated by median or by mean instance. The
superset between the two subsets is always chosen as the candidates for second cluster centre (SCC).

Based on this concept, SCC are chosen as follows: If FC is a minimum instance and entire skew is positive,
the SC that yielded best partitioning is expected to lie between the median instance and the maximum instance
(superset between subsets formed from (i) median instance and maximum instance and (ii) mean instance and
maximum instance). Otherwise, if FC is minimum and skew is negative, and then the SC is expected to lie
between the mean and the maximum instance. Similarly, if the FC is a maximum instance, then the candidates
for SC would be located between minimum and mean instance if the data is positively skew while it is expected
to lie between minimum and median instance if the data is negatively skewed. If the FC is a median instance and
the data is positively skewed, then the other centre would lie between mean and the maximum instance. If the FC
is a median instance and the data is negatively skewed, then SC is chosen between minimum and mean instance.
Considering the given scenario, the data points are positively skewed. It can also be seen that the mean instance
lies between the median and the maximum instance. In this case, the SCC includes the instances that lie between
minimum and mean instance viz. (3,2) (1,3) (5,3) (4,5) (12,4) and (2000,1000).

Out of the instances in SCC, the distance and covariance between each candidate and FC and skew of
the data after removal of each candidate and FC is calculated and a metric is formulated usi8ng these
measures. The metric values computed for the considered second cluster candidate corresponds to-234,
469, -469, 234, -1873 and -68897. The SC is the instance that has the highest merit ((1,3) in this case).
Having chosen the cluster centres, the remaining instances are assigned to the closest centre. Hence first
five data points were grouped to one group while the remaining was put in another group. Table 1 presents
the cluster grouping on sample data points by K-Means, K-Means++, Farthest First, FCM and proposed
algorithm. C1 and C2 refer to cluster grouping to cluster 1 and cluster 2.

Table 1
Cluster Assignments for the sample data points

Points K-Means Farthest First FCM K-Means++ Proposed

(1, 3) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

(12, 4) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

(3, 2) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

(5, 3) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

(4, 5) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

(2000, 1000) C1 C1 C1 C1 C2

(3000, 2000) C2 C1 C2 C2 C2

(6000, 1000) C2 C2 C2 C2 C2

The initial cluster centres assigned by K-Means are (1,3) and (5,3), Farthest First correspond to (3,2)
and (6000,1000); K-Means++ are (3000,2000) and (6000,1000); FCM are (1475.8, 437.4) and (1190, 465.8)
and the proposed algorithm are (3000,2000) and (1,3). The algorithm was validated on different datasets
from UCI repository and synthetic datasets. The experimental results are elaborated in the next section.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments to exhibit the performance of the proposed technique were implemented using
Matlabr2008a and Weka, a data mining tool. The performance is assessed in terms of accuracy [17]. The
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experiments were conducted on datasets viz. Balance, Blood Donate, Diabetes, Ionosphere, Parkinsons
and Sonar datasets obtained from UCI repository [18]. The methodology was also evaluated on synthetic
datasets generated from two random data generators in Weka for varying number of instances and
attributes. The first random generator (RDG) [19] generates data randomly by producing a decision list,
consisting of rules. Instances are generated randomly one by one. If decision list fails to classify the
current instance, a new rule according to this current instance is generated and added to the decision list.
The second random generator (RandomRBF) [19] initially creates a random set of centres for each class.
Each centre is randomly assigned a weight, a central point per attribute, and a standard deviation. To
generate new instances, a centre is chosen at random taking the weights of each centre into consideration.
The particular centre chosen determines the class of the instance. RandomRBF data contains only numeric
attributes as it is non-trivial to include nominal values. As a reference, the datasets generated by RDG
and RandomRBF are prefixed with their identities in the dataset names. The details of the datasets are
narrated in Table 2.

Table 2
Details of Experimental Data

Dataset Number of Instances Number of attributes

Balance 19 2

Blooddonate 748 4

Diabetes 768 8

Ionosphere 351 34

Parkinsons 196 22

Sonar 208 60

Random RBF1 997 97

Random RBF2 100 12

Random RBF3 1020 11

Random RBF4 100 1012

RDG1 1000 103

RDG2 115 10

RDG3 1000 13

RDG4 100 1009

Initially experiments were performed on a few datasets to analyse the maximum possible accuracy that
could be achieved. This was done through exhaustively assigning all pair of instances as cluster centres.
Since the search was exhaustive, a few datasets that had only a few instances ranging from ~20 to 50 were
considered. The maximum accuracy achieved was higher than that obtained through the popular heuristics.
Hence, the need for new heuristics was realised and an attempt was made through the concept of statistical
measures that represent the distribution of data. The results show encouraging performance. Farthest First
algorithm, FCM and K-Means++ have been widely used in many applications owing to their promising
results [20-22]. Hence, Table 3 presents the accuracy obtained through the proposed approach with the
accuracy obtained through these algorithms (Farthest First Algorithm, FCM, K-Means++). The comparison
is also presented as against original K-Means algorithm as it gives good results many a times due to its
randomness.

The reported results in Table 3 exhibit the improved performance achieved through the proposed
technique. It is also observed that K-Means outperforms FCM, Farthest First and K-Means++ in some
cases and vice versa. The graphical representation of the performance of the proposed clustering is projected
in Figure 4.
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It is seen that the proposed technique exhibits consistent improvement in all datasets. Results encourage
the utilisation of the proposed technique in real world scenarios.

5. CONCLUSION

Unsupervised clustering techniques have been widely used in many applications to partition the data without
the need of the class label. K-means clustering have been most widely used algorithm in clustering. Many
extensions and variations of the algorithm have been proposed in different perspectives in view towards

Table 3
Performance comparison of the proposed clustering with existing methods

Dataset K-Means Farthest First FCM K-means++ Proposed

Balance 58.82 58.82 58.82 58.82 76.47

Blooddonate 58.82 70.59 70.72 70.59 72.33

Diabetes 66.80 65.76 65.89 66.02 67.84

Ionosphere 53.28 62.11 70.94 70.94 71.23

Parkinsons 62.76 71.94 71.79 72.82 80.00

Sonar 51.45 50.48 53.84 54.33 55.29

Random RBF1 53.61 52.58 49.48 57.73 61.86

Random RBF2 65.00 57.00 63.00 66.00 76.00

Random RBF3 51.43 51.23 51.92 49.36 53.50

Random RBF4 51.00 61.00 53.00 55.00 57.00

RDG1 50.00 56.30 52.20 53.40 69.30

RDG2 52.73 47.27 58.18 63.64 65.46

RDG3 47.20 54.30 59.70 52.40 66.20

RDG4 58.00 58.00 52.00 55.00 67.00

Figure 4: Performance of proposed clustering method
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improvement in performance. The proposed heuristic in this paper targeted on the selection of initial cluster
centres. The measures representing the statistical nature of the data (minimum, median, mean, maximum
and skew) was utilised to find the initial cluster centres. The methodology was validated on datasets from
UCI repository and synthetic datasets generated through Weka tool. Results reported exhibit the improved
performance of the proposed heuristic. The proposed method works well suited for applications with
continuous data. This work targeted on two group partitioning. Since, image segmentation applications
mostly extract features that are continuous and requires two groups partitioning, the algorithm should be
useful in this case. Future enhancements could be testing its usefulness in image segmentation applications
and/or could be in the direction of either increasing the number of initial centres of partitioning the formulated
clusters.
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